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INTRODUCTION

In 1836, Charles Darwin visited South Africa during his travels
around the world on the ship called The Beagle. In 1837 he was
already thinking about evolutionary development. He chose to
use barnacles to study the concept of species, but realized that
boundaries between species were not dear. This problern was
expressed in rwo substantial volumes on barnacles pLiblished in
1851 and 1854. There were several reasons why Darwin (1859)
delayed the publication of The Orzçin of Species, in which he
recognized the need to quantify the “arnount”ofdifference when
species are considered. One way to assess the degree of difference
between specimens is to use least squares linear regression analysis
of measurements of pairs of specirnens. This approach can lead
to a statistical (probabilistic) definition of a species, and is useful
for assessing the degree of difference berween hominid specimens
from Africa, recognizing that there is no dear boundary between
Australopithecus and Homo in the context ofpalaeoclirnatic change
berween about 1.8 and 2.5 million years ago.

CHARLES DARWIN

Charles Darwin was bom just over 200 years ago in England.
His connections with South Africa began at an early age, because
there is a famous portrait ofhirn, painted when he was only seven
years old. He is shown holding a flower pot, which was part of his
father’s collection of plants from around the world. This particu
lar plant held b3’ the young Darwin has recently been identified as
Lachenalia, the Cape Cowslip, a plant which is part of the South
African Fynbos Floral Kingdorn.

As a young man, after a spel! at Edinburgh University in Scot
land, and at Cambridge University in England, Charles Darwin
boarded The Beagle and sailed around the world in five years.
He was appointed as a naturalist, and collected animals, plants
and fossils from many countries. It is not commonly known that
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Fig i Charles Darwin, agecl7, with apot in which Lachenalia from
South Africa is growing. Drawn by Rolinela Shaiples. Wikzpedia.



Darwin visited South Africa for three weeks in the Cape winrer
of 1836. The Beagle docked at Simonstown, and almost immedi
ately Darwin set off by horse to explore the Cape Flats. What he
saw was seemingly boring sandy veld, with very littie in the way
of big animals.

Previously Dutch explotets, who had visited South Africa in the
l» century, had described African animals in dramatic ways. For
example. J.C. Gravenbroek gave the following account in 1695:

“The number of animals hete, on earth and in air and in water,
is so prodigious that it is like living in a zoo. As a tule, the genera
of these animals each split up into fout ot more species, and T am
astonished to petceive that these are for the most part unlcnown
to the Europeans and unrecognized by the naturalists. T do not
want to suppose that T am straying from the truth”.

Cravenbroek (1695) was right in stating that some of the animals
were new to European naruralisrs. For example, in parts of South
Africa there were extensive herds of Equus quagga, parrially striped
zebras, as well as the “blaauwbok”, Hzppotragus leucophaeus, with
long curved horns. The quagga and the blaaubok became extinct
in historic rimes, but forrunarely rhere are mounred skins of these
animals in the excellenr Naruralis Museum in Leiden in The
Netherlands.

When Darwin travelled across the sandy Cape Flats a short dis
tance from Cape Town, withour going into the interior of the
country, he was not impressed. He wrote in his diary:

“1 never saw a much less interesting country”.

However, he rerurned to Cape Town and met Adam Smith,
a naturalist who was familiar with the large herds of animals
that could be seen if one rravelled over the Horrenror’s-Holland
mountains beyond the Cape Flats. Smirh reported that there were
great herds of wildebeest, harrebeesr, springbok, quagga, eland as
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Fik. 2. ‘a) Marecha1- drawing of the partially strped zebra, Equus
quagga (aboue,), and (‘b) La VaiZ/ant painting ofthe “Blaauwbok’
Hipotagus /eucop/iaens (belowj Wikiedia.

well as rhinoceros, elephanrs, lions and leopards on the other side
of the mountains.

Darw in’s departure from Cape Town was delayed because of
winter, and during the time while he was obliged to sray in the
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Cape, he continued to write chapters for his book called Voyages
ofthe Beagle. In this book he completely changed his initial views
about South Africa and its fauna. Instead of saying that it was an
uninteresting country, he stated that “with regard to the number
of large quadrupeds, there certainly exists no quarter of the globe
which will bear comparison with southern Africa” He was refer
ring to the kind of evidence presented to him by explorers such as
Adam Smith from England, andJ.G. Gravenbroek from Holland,
who had described large herds of wild animals in the interior of
South Africa.

While in the Cape in 1836, Darwin met scientists such as the
astronomer John Herschel, who had an interest in botany as well
as in astronorny. As Professor Brian Wamer (University of Cape
Town) has recognized, it is probable that when Darwin and Her-
schei met in Sotith Africa, both of them were beginning to think
about long term changes through evolutionary time. In the case
of stars, it was Herschel who had seen that certain stars change
in brightness in the course of their evolution. In fact, in 1836,
a star called Eta Carinae essentially exploded and became one
of the brightest stars in the southern sky. This was a supernova,
going through a dramatic part of its stellar evolution. Eta Carinae
con tinues to show changes in brightness, and may explode again
in the near future. Astronomers in the southern hemisphere are
rnonitoring its evolution even toda) using telescopes such as the
Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) which is situated at
Sutherland in the Cape Karoo, where the night sky is exceprion
ally dear and brilliant.

Herschel had a collection of Cape bulbs from the Fynbos, and he
wondered about the diversity that could be seen in their spatial
distribution. Both Darwin and Herschel appreciated that the
granitic rocks at Paarl or at Sea Point near Cape Town must have
related to geological changes through long periods of time. Thus
Darwin and Herschel ‘ere interested in the process of evolution
ary change, going back more than the biblical 6,000 years sug
gested by Bishop Ussher in about 1600 AD. Both Darwin and
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Herschel referred to the evolutionary process as “The mystery of
inysteries”.

Darwin returned to England after his visit to South Africa in
1836. In 1837, in one of his notebooks, there is a sketch of his
first evolutionary tree, referring to the evolution of genera and
the emergence of distinct species, A, B, C and D, differing in
their degree of proximity on the evolutionary tree. 1 have had
the privilege of seeing this drawing when it was on display at the
Natural History Museum in London at the time of the bicenten—
nial anniversary of Darwin’s birth. The notebook was exhibited
together with objects that Darwin had collected from many parts
of the world, inciuding insects from South Africa. When 1 saw
the notebook and its evolutionary tree, T was emotionally moved.
Scientists have feelings.

Fig. 3. Image ofa supernova, an exploding star calleci Eta C’arinae,
Wit!) Ii spectrum shownig its chemical compositzon (Hubbie Space
7i’lescope, NASA, ESA). Darwin would have seen this star when
it exploded in 1836 when he was in Cape Town where he met the
astronomerJohn Herschel.
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Darwin had had the opportunity to see the great diversirv of

living plants and animals across the world. Before Darwin pub

lished The Origin ofSpecies in 1859, he spent a great deal of time

studying barnacles, to test the concept of a species. He described

many of these animals (arthropods \vith calcareous sheils) in two

substantial volumes in 1851 and 1854. But he encoLintered a

problem. He realized that as the number of his barnacle speci

mens increased in his collections, the very boundaries between

species began to break down. It was initially easy to distinguish

between a specimen of Species A from a specimen of species B,

but as he began to increase the numbers of specimens ofspecies A

and B, the boundaries between the two species began to become

blurred, to the extent that he experienced great difficulry in das

sifying barnacle species. He is known to have tom up pages of

the barnacle books before they were eventually published in 1851

and 1854. The main problem was that he was forced to think

about variation within a species (“varieties” of a species). This is

ver)’ interesting, because it relates to the kind of problern that we

have now, when more and more hominid fossils such as Australo

pithecus africanus, or early Homo, are discovered in the Cradle of

Humankind and elsewhere in Africa.

Darwin spent many years delaying the publication of The O,iin

ofSpecies. T suspect that one of the reasons for this related to his

difficulty in recognizing dear boundaries benveen species. But he

was encouraged to get down to writing by an old Scottish woman,

Jessie Brodie, who served as the nurse for Charles Darwin’s young

children. Brodie had formerly been the nurse for William Make

peace Thackeray, the novelist who wrote Vanity Fair and other

novels, in installments. Williarn Thackerav always had to com

plete each instailment on time, and Jessie Brodie was evidently

impressed by Thackeray’s sense of urgency and the importance

of meeting deadlines. When Jessie Brodie moved to the Darwin

family she scolded Charles Darwin for not progressing faster with

his writing. She told Darwin: “T wish you would do what Mr

Thackeray does, and get down to the writing”. So perhaps it was

partly thanks to the nurse that Darwin eventually completed The
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Orzin ofSpecies in 1859, spurred on ofcourse by the independent
recognition of evolution as a process by Alfred Russeli Q’allace.

Charles Darwin makes almost no reference to human evolution
in The Oriin of .pecies, except to mention that “new light will
be shed on the origin of man”. Later, in 1871, he dated to w’rire
a book called The Descent of Man. In this bonk he recognizes
Africa as the continent from w’hich humanity evolved. Howevet,
this conclusion was not based on fossils. Instead it was based
on compatative anatomy. He had looked at the skeletons of
chimpanzees, gorillas, humans, monkeys and a great diversiry of
living prirnates. He recognized that of all the living primates, it

the chimp and the gorilla that were most similar in terms of
anatomy. He went further to recognize that chimps and gorilla
are distributed only in Africa. On this basis he suggested, ver)’
cautiously, that the “progenitors” for hurnans must have had an
African otigin. His view was that living chimps and humans must
have had a common ancestor that lived in Africa, some time ago.

Hominid/bssilsfrom Africa

Fossils from Africa have indeed confirmed Darwin’s views no
human evolution. In 1925, Professor Ravmorid Dart described a
new primate species as Australopithecus africanus. This description
was based on the discovery of the so-called Taung Child from the
site ofBuxton in the North West Province. The fossil is about 2.5
million 1’ears old, from the late Pliocene. More australopithecine
fossils were discovered in the Cradle of Hurnankind (Broorn,
1938; Broom and Robinson, 1949, 1950; Broom and Schepers,
1946).

Dart claimed that the Taung Child was a distant relative of all
humanity, in line vith Darwin’s prediction that Africa was the
Cradle of Humankind. Dart was an anatomist at the University of
the Wirwaterstand, and his description of the Taung Child made
both the University and himself world famous.
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Fig 4. The “Taung Child”, the
type specirnen ofAustralopithecus
africanus, from South Africa,
described by Raymond Dart
(1925,). University of the Witwa
tersrand.

Additional fossils from the Cradie of Humankind (Pig. 5) have
been found by other scientists associated with Wits University.
Ron Clarke (1998), Nkwane Molefe and Stephen Motsumi all
contributed to the discovery of the skeleton nicknamed “Littie
Poot”, an extraordinarv australopithecine fossil that may be as old

Fig.
.

Map ofsouthern Africa, showing the Cradle ofHurnankind
world heritage sites, inch/ding Taung, Makapansgat as well as Sterk—
fontein and other caves near Pretoria andJohannesbing.
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Fik. 6. Profissor Ron C7arke
wit!, the Jbssil of “LitHe
Foot”, ii skeleton ofa species
of Austi’ilopithecus. Photo
graph by Francis Thackeray,
University of the Witwa
teen aan’.

as 3 million years old, from Sterkfontein, where the late Professor
Phillip Tobias directed excavations for many years since 1966.

Professor Lee Berger (2010) and his team have found two extraor
dinary hominid skeletons, about 2 million years old, from the site
of Malapa in the Cradie of Humankind.

Dr Bob Bram has discovered man» hominid fossils from the cave
of Swartkrans, together with evidence for the controlled use of
fire, more than one million years ago (Bram and Sillen, 1988).

With a French team (inciuding Jose Braga, Dominique Gom
mery Frank Senegas, Sandrine Prat and Vincent Balter), and with
scientists from the Ditsong National Museum of Natural History
(formerly Transvaal Museum, inciuding Lazarus Kgasi, Stephany
Potze and the late Lawrence Radebe), Francis Thackeray has
found fossils from Boits Farm (inciuding a site 4 — 4.5 million
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years old) and fossils of early Homo and Paranthropus robustus
from Kromdraai (berween 1.5 and 2 million years old) adjacent
Sterkfontein in the Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site.

.Piltdown

The hominid fossils from the Cradle of Humkind confirm Dar
win’s view that Africa is the continent from which humaniry
evolved. However, when we look at the history of palaeoan
thropology, we recognize that there was a serious problem that
ernerged with the announcement of a curious fossil from England
in 1912, from a site called Piltdown in Sussex. Almost exactly a
century ago, the British Museum of Natural History announced
what they considered to be an important fossil that related to
human evolution in the Pleistocene. The fossil was called Eoan
thropus (“Early Man” or “Dawn Man”). It was announced with

Fr. 7. The skol! ofAustralopit/ecus sediba, part ofa ske!eton dis—
covered by Professor Lee Beger and his san Matthew at the site of
Malapa in the Oael!e of Humankind, South Africa. University of
the Witwateroa,id
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great fanfare at Burlingron House in London, and was accepted
as an extraordinary fossil that showed an apparent combinarion
offeatures ofapes and humans, in one individual. The jaw looked
ape—like, bur the skull looked human. The skull was found vith
artefacrs and fossils that dared to the Pleistocene, indicaring an
apparent age of at least one million years for the skull and jaw.

100 years ago, most palaeontologisrs accepted the discovery of
Piltdown Ivlan but man)’ scientists were puzzled by the fact that it
did not fit in comfortably wirh discoveries of other fossils, such as
“SinalltI9ropus” or Homo erectus studied by, arnong orhers, Gusrav
Heinrich Ralph von Koenigswald, who spent man)’ years in The
Netherlands after discovering horninid fossils in Java. A specimen
of Homo erectus is to this day curared at the Naruralis Musuem
in Leiden.

Fig. 8. A reconstruction of “Piltclown Man’ iiicluding a human sku/l
and ajaw ofan ape. Wik,oedia.



We now recognize that Piltdown Man was actually a hoax or joke.
It had the jaw of an orangutan, combined with a human skull,
and both had been stained brown to make them look old. The
hoax was not revealed until about 1953 when Dr Joe Weiner, a
South African anatomist, as vell as Dr Kenneth Oaklev, a British
chemist, recognized a forgery. The my’stery is that we don’t know
exactl)’ who was involved in the joke or hoax.

Within the last 60 years, the Piltdown investigation has con
rinued. Man3’ people think that a local Sussex lawyer, Charles
Davson, was the prime suspect. Other people have suspected Sir
Arthur Keith and Sir Grafton Eliot Smith, famous anatomists
who were interested in human evolution. Others have suspected
Martin Hinton, an assistant at the British Museum of Natural
Histor3 Remarkably even Sir Arthur Conan Doyle has been sus

Fig. 9. Gustav Heinrich Ralph von Koenzswa/c1 with i specimen of
Homo erectus. W/ikijedrn.
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pected. Conan Doyle was of course the author who created the
eharacter of Sherlock Holmes, but not many people roday regard
Doyle as a likely suspect.

There is one individual whom T have heen investigating with a
great deal of interest. His name is Pierre Teilhard de Chardin,
a Freneh Jesuit priest, philosopher and palaeontologist. He was
based in Sussex for four years, between 1908 and 1912, during
whieh time he was trained as ajesuir priest at a serninary not very
fat from the site of Piltdown. He was allowed to eollecr fossils in
his spare time, and was invited to patticipate in exeavations at
Piltdown after human remains had been discovered.

Piltdown Man was officially announeed on December 18, 1912,
in London. By that time Teilhard de Chardin was back in Paris,
ready to begin studies in palaeonrology with Professor Marcellin
Boule at the Institute for Human Palaeotology. In Paris Teilhard
leatnt that English palaeontologists had accepted Piltdown Man
as a genuine fossil. Perhaps he was horrifled, hecause on January
1” 1913, he immediately wrote from Paris to his frieod Felix Pel

Ei1 io. Pienv 1/4/hard de
Chardin, a Erench pa/ae
onto/ogist and Jesuit priest.
He was based in Sussen in
Eng/and between the years
1908 — 1912, during which
tiniefrssi/s were disco vered at
Pi/tdown. Ibi/hard discov
ered the eanine of ‘Tiltdown
Man” in Angnst 1913. The
canine was painted a Van
Dyke brown. Ibi/hard was
perhaps part of a ‘Ti/tdown
joke’ Wikpedia.



letier, with whom he had collected fossils in Sussex. He wrote to
Felix saying “We must wait for the criticisms that will follow”. He
went on to say that his French supervisor, Marcellin Boule, would
not be easily “taken in — especially if the finds are English”.

In my investigations (Thackeray 2011, 2012), T have found that
Teilhard de Chardin then wrote an essay on the currenr under
standing of human evolution in Europe. The essay is dated Janu
ary 5F 1913. The essay refers to the work published by Professor
Hugo Obermaier, a respected German palaeoscientist who was
temporarily based in Paris, at the Institute for Human Palaeon
tology, together with Professor Marcellin Boule. Bur remarkably,
Teilhard de Chardin makes absolutely no inention of Piltdown
at all in his essay on European prehistory. This is extraordi
nary, especially as he certainly knew of the recent announcement
(December 18, 1912) of Piltdown Man as a new species from
Sussex in England.

Ifwe look at the first sentence of his essay, we become even more
suspicious. Teilhard vrires “Palaeontology deserved to be suspect,
and Palaeontology deserved to be the subject ofjokes”. This is very
suspicious, especially since 1 know from the late Professor Phillip
Tobias that Teilhard de Chardin was “something of a joker”.

T have learnt something else that is very interesting: among Jesu
its, it was allowed to lie, providing it was a joke. Perhaps Teilhard
de Chardin was part of a Piltdown joke, one that went seriously
wrong (Thackeray, 2012).

There is another item of interesr that makes one suspicious of
Teilhard de Chardin. It is the fact that in August 1913, he was
invited back to Pilrdown to continue excavations. He came over
from France, and remarkably found a canine tooth of so-called
“Piltdown Man” in an area that had already been thoroughly
searched. There was something different about this tooth. It was
painted a reddish-brown, apparently Van Dyke brown. T suspect
that Teilhard had actually wanted the English palaeontologists to
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recognize the tooth as a joke. But the British seientists were taken
in, even thotigh the eanine tooth was painted a reddish brown,
as if to speak from the grave, to say “Look, volk, this is not a real
fossil, the vhnle thing is a joke, and it mtist stop imrnediately”.
But instead, Smith Woodward, an expert on fossil flsh at the Brit
ish Museum, aeeepted the Piltdown tooth as gentiine.

Thereafter, Teilhard de Chardin said very little if anything about
Piltdown Man.

In my investigations, 1 have diseovered that before he died, Teil
hard wrote a letter about Piltdown, and deposited the letter in
a bank with instructions that it should he opened after he had
died, and only after others assoeiated with Piltdown were also
dead. Unforrunately we have not heen able to find Teilhard’s letter
(Tbaekerav, 2012).

In searehing for Teilhard’s letter, whieh may have been a eonfes
sion after bis death, 1 have diseovered that his bank details were
destroyed after bis death. Perhaps that letter is still sitring a bank
somewhere in Pranee or New York, or even in the Varican, wait
ing to be opened.

The Pilrdown ease was an unfortunare incident in the hisrory of
palaeoanthropology, adversely affecting the acceptance of the dis
covery of the Taung Child Ç4ustralopithecvs africanus) from South
Africa, described by Raymond Dart in 1925. It also adversely
affected the acceptance of the discovery of small-brained fossils
from Kromdraai and .Sterkfontein, as well as elsewhere. But the
science of anrhropology, of the kind involved with Lee Berger’s
discovery of Austm/opithecus secliba, and Ron Clarke’s Little Foot,
is sufficiently srrong today that we can be assured that there never
will be another Piltdown, and we can rest assured that Darwin
was right in indicaring that Africa is the Cradle of Humankind.
The Cradle certainly never was at Piltdown in Sussex. Perhaps
Teilhard de Chardin continues to langh in his grave, about a joke
that was eventually exposcd.
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HOMINID TAXONOMY

Horninid fossils have been found not only in South Africa but
also in East Africa. Leakey et al. (2012) describe three new early
Pleistocene hominin fossils from Koobi Fora in Kenya. Wood
(2012) uses the word “compelling” to refer to evidence for at
least two species of the genus Homo in the period between 1.8
and 2 million )‘ears ago (Mya). Such specimens may be classi
fied by sorne as H. habilis and H. rudofei,sis. However, Leakey
et al (2012) and Wood (2012) focus on East African specimens
without taking into account complexity when South African
specimens are also assessed, inciuding material from the sites of
Sterkfontein, Swartkrans and Kromdraai where both early Homo
and Paranthropus (a robust australopithecine) are represented in
pene-contemporary deposits.

Leakey et al. (2012, suppiementary material, page 1) admit that
Paranthropus “largely overlaps with early Homo in temporal and
geographic distribution, and distinguishing the two genera is not
always equivocal”. Indeed, it should be noted that mesiodistal
(MD) length relative to buccolingual (BL) diameter of the lower
Ml of the new hominin specimen KNM-ER 60000 is similar
not oniy to that of OH 7 (type specimen of Homo habilis) from
Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania, but also to that of the type specimen
of Paranthropus robustus (TM 1517) from Kromdraai in South
Africa.
Other examples of similarity benveen specimens attributed to
early Homo and Paranthropus are the following. In mid-sagittal
plane, the inner cranial wall of KNM-ER 1470 (attribured by
sorne to JJ 1 er,çis or H. habilis ) rnatches ver)’ closely the
outet mid-sagittal contour of a natural endocast of 1? robustus (SK
1585) from Swartkrans in SouthAfrica (Fig. 11). In addition, the
dental arcade of SK 83 (attributed to 1? robustus) matches that
of KNM-ER 1470 (Fig. 11), and both have broad flat faces like
robust australopithecines (Thackeray, 2001). Furtherrnore, the
mean MD length of first lower molars attributed to H. rudo/i’nsis
is 14.4 +1- 0.8 mm (n=5), which corresponds closely to the MD
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Fik. ii c’a1 Upperphotogniph (‘lef,) show the maxiiia ofSK 83 (‘attrib
0 tea’ to Paranthropas robustus from Swartkrans, South Afiica), corn

pareel to (upper riht,) ii east of the maxilla of KIVIVJ-ER 1470

(attributed to Homo rudoifrasis from East 7iirkana, Kenya,). The
two maxillae reflect snnh/ar size and shape of the maxil/my tooth
rows. (b) Replica ofthe rzht sia’e ofthe craniurn ofKNM-ER 1470

(‘attributea’ to Homo rudoifrusis,), cornfortably enclosing the white
ena’ocast (‘bram irnpression,) ofa specirnenfivrn Swartkrans in South
Africa (SK 1585) attributed to Paranthropzis robustus. (Thackera»
200I,p. 107).



length of lower first lower molars for 1? robustus (mean MD length
= 14.7 +1- 0.7 mm, n=31; Thackeray et al, 2005).

The coefficient of variation for cranial capacities of “robust”
australopithecines is unusually small. The question arises as to
whether some specimens attributed to Paranthropus (including
SK 83), and some specimens attributed to early Homo (inciuding
KNM-1470 and KNM-ER 62000), are conspecific, belonging to
a taxon in which cranial capacities range from about 500 to 800
cc. 1f this is the case, perhaps KNM-ER 1470 and SK 83 could
be seen as conspecific male hominids, differing in cranial capacity,
with KNM-ER1470 having a sufflciently large cranial capacity
to preclude the need for a sagittal crest, contrasting with SK 83,
a male hominid having a smaller cranial capacity and requiring
a sagittal crest to increase the surface area for the attachment of
temporalis muscles. KNM-ER 62000 might be seen as a smaller
(female) specimen of the same species.

In terms of lower first molar MD/BL diameter ratios, the differ
ences between some “robust” australopithecines and some speci
mens of early Homo are comparable to the differences in these
ratios found for male and female specimens of modern H. sapieflS
(Thackeray et al., 2005). The question that arises from this obser
vation is whether sexual dimorphism accounts to some extent for
differences in at least some specimens attributed to early Homo
and Paranthropus.

The discovery of three new early Pleistocene African hominiris
(Leakey et al., 2012) confirms the fact that there are not neces
sarily dear boundaries between early Pleistocene hominid taxa,
at the genus or species level. As in the case of Darwin’s studies
of barnacles (Thackeray, 2001), the limits benveen taxa becorne
blurred as sample sizes increase.

Darwin (1859) emphasized the need to quantify the “amourit”
of variabiliry in a species. This has been attempted in the context
of a statistical (probabilistic) definition of a species (Thackeray,
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2007), using an approach which bas been applied to early Pleis
tocene horninids from both East and South Africa, leading to the
recognition of a spectrum of diversity in hominids attributed to
early Homo, Paranthropus and Australopithecus within the period
between about 1.8 and 2.5 Mya, changing in ecological space
and evolutionary time, associated with the concept of “palaeo
spectroscopy” (Thackeray and Odes, in press).

In view of the lack of consensus regarding the taxonomy and phy
logen)’ of specimens attributed to horninid genera, there clearly
is a need for a species definition that can be applied in palaeon
tological contexts. Thackeray’s (2007) statisrical (probabilistic)
definition of a species is hased on least squares linear regression
analysis of pairs of modern specimens of the same species, and is
outlined below.

SPECIMENS A AND B

LITTLE SCATTER AROUND
REGRESSIONLINE(semOO31)

SIMILARSHAPE

SAME SPECIES

B

yas

Fzç. 52 Paz r-wise coniparison of measurements obtained from skol/s
of two specimens of the same species. There is little scatter around
the regression line oft/.iefrnny = mx + c w/iere in is the slope of the
regression line obtamedfvnz least squares linear regression analysiS.
The standard error of the slope is desznated se,,,. A low se,,, value is
associated with similarity in shape between the two specimens of the
same species.
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A statistical (probabilistic) definition of a species (Thackeray,

2007) is associated with the degree of scatter around the regtes.

sion line, quantiflable by means of the se,, statistic which is the

standard ertot the m-coefficient related to equations of the fotm

y = mx + c (Fig. 12). In the case of many pair.-wise comparisons of

measurements obrained ftom extant vettebrate (mammals, bitds,

teptiles) and invertebtate (Lepidoptera and Coleoptera) species,

it has been found that log transfotmed se, statistics display a

norinal disttibution (Thacketay, 1997; Thackeray et al, 1997;
Aiello et al, 2000), now known to show central tendency around

a mean value of-1.61 (+1- 0.23, n=1424 specimens) (Thacketay,

2007) (Fig. 13). It bas been suggested that the value of -1.61

apptoximates a biological species constant (T) for species across

evolutionary time and geographical space (Thacketav, 2007). The

standard deviation (+1- 0.23) atound the mean value of -1.61

TOWAROS A STATISTICAL DEFtNITION OF A SPECIES

LOO MEAN sam = .1.61 *1. 0.23

95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS OF THE
DSTRI8UTION OF LOO sem VALUES

..._— Two specmens
of the same species

N

.,,

.2sigma *2sigma

LOG STANDARD ERROR OF m (LOO Sam) BASED OH PAIRWISE COMPARISONS

Fig 13. A log-normal distribution ofthe standard error ofthe m coef

ficient (se,,), obtained from pair-wise comparisons of specimens of

extant vertebrate and invertebrate ipecies. The mean log se,, value of

-i. 6i (+1- 0.23,) constitutes a statistical (inobabilistic,) definition ofa

species (Thacker-zy. 200».
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allows one to make comparisons wirh data obtained from fossil
horninid specirnens.

Log sep, statistics have been obtained from early Pleistocene adult
hominid specirnens in order to try to identif patterns in the
degree of similarity between specimens. For example, measure
ments of hominid crania published by Wood (1991) and Bergcr
et al (2010) are used for purposes ofleastsquares linear regression
analysis in pair—wise comparisons. A low degree of scatter around

regression line, associated with the general equation y= mx + c,
reflects a high degree ofrnorphological similarity berween pairs of
specimens. The degree of scatter, quantified in terrns of the stand-
ard error of the m coefficient (se), reflects variabiliry in shape,
whereas the m-coefficient is a reflection of size. This rechnique
has been applied to extinct hominin specimens artribured to
Australopzthecus africanus, A. sedjba, Homo habilis, H. rudoij2’nsis,
H. erectus or H. ngaster as well as to robust australopithecines
Paranthropus boisei and Paranthropus boisei.

A list of horninid cranial specirnens inciuded in this srudy is
given in Fig. 14 which is a matrix of log sea, values obrained from
pairwise comparisons of these specimens. The results, reflecting
degrees of similarity in shape and controlling for variability in
size, are colour-coded in a spectrum such that red reflecrs a high
degree of similarity, whereas violet reflects a low degree of sirnilar
iry between specimens.

The highest degrees of sirnilariry are obtained for comparisons
between KNM-ER 1813 and KNM-ER 3733, despite the fact
these specimens have been attributed to H. habilis and H. eigaster,
respecrively. High degrees of sirnilariry are also obtained between
KNM-ER 1813 and KNM-ER 1470. The latter has been attrib
Lited to 1-lonio rue/olfrnsis.

Sts 5 (“Mrs Ples”), a craniurn fioni Sterkfontein, represents Aus—
tisilopithecits afi-icanus, a little over 2 million years old (Fig. 15).
It ss’as discovered by Robert Broom and John Robinson in 1947.
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PAIR-WISE COMPARISON OF EARLY PLEISTOCENE FOSSILS

MATRIX OF LOG SEM STATISTICS

HIGH DEGREE OF SIMILARITY

:- LOW DEGREE OF SIMILARITY

Fzç. 14 A matrix oflog se,,, statistics that reflect the degree ofsirni/arity

between pairs of hominid specirnens (Thackemy and Odes, 2012).

The resuits are colour-coded to indicate high degrees ofsirnilarity (‘red

and orange, through to /ower degrees ofsi;ni/arity (‘vio/et,).

Sts 71 is another cranium from Sterkfontein and was originally

placed in the species A. africanus, but Prof Ron Clarke regards

it as a different australopithecine species. Do the two specimens

represent different species ? This question can be addressed in

the light of log sea, statistics. When the two specimens are corn

pared, log sea, values are close to -1.6. In the light of these resuits,

based on cornparisons of more than 50 rneasurernents, it can be

concluded that Sts 5 and Sts 71 have a high probability of con

specificiry, and may represent the same species, A. aficanus. This

conclusion differs from a previous result based on fewer numbers

of measurements of the two crania.

Austra/opithecus sediba (Fig. 7) has recentl)’ been described as a

new hominid species with Homo-like characters (Berger et al.,

2010). The species is represented by two skeletons, MH1 and

—
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Ml-{2, a littie younger than 2 million years 01d (Mya) (Dirks et
al., 2010; Pickering et al., 2011). In terrns 0f log se statistics,
MH1 (the type specimen of ii. sediba) is different from other
specimens, but is most similar to KNM-ER 3733, KNMER
1813 and OH 24 which have been placed the genus Homo
althotigh KNM-ER 1813 and OH 24 have been considered by
some to be better placed in Australopithecus (\X/ood and Collard,
1999). MH1 incorporating a mosaic of characters found in spec
imens attributed to Australopithecus and Homo, reflects the lack of
a dear boundary berween the nvo genera. 1f M1—I 1 and MH2 were
to be placed in a distinct hominin genus, one rnight consider Aus
tralomo, in the saine way that Velindastus (inciuding V thackerayi)
was described as a new coleopteran genus, intermediate berween
the genera Velinda and Astastus (Schule and Loreflz, 2008).

Fig i. ‘Mrs Ples ‘ afissi!from Sterkfrntein, s0th Africa, classified
(is Austra/opithecus africanus, discovered by Robert Broom andJohn
I?ohinson (7ansvaal Ivluseum,) in 1947. Ditsong IVational 3/fuseum
oflVatural Ilistoty Pretoria.
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CLIMATIC CHANGE

It is essential to consider hominid evolution in the context of
past changes in climate (notably temperature and rainfali), which
affects changes in habitat, in turn contributing to changes in the
distribution and abundance of animals (inciuding hominids),
leading in turn to changes in gene Pools of populations, and
thereby to anatomical variability in species. Changes in climate
can be examined by using multivariate analysis (principal coin

ponent or factor analysis) of relative abundance of fauna such
as rodents and insecrivores (Thackeray, 1987) or pollen spec
tra (Scott and Thackeray, 1987) or foraminifera (lmbrie and
Kipp, 1971). Changes in palaeotemperature indices for southern
Africa can be correlated with changes in temperature reflected by
variation in deuteriurn isotope ratios in ice cores from Antarctica
(Thackeray, 1990), and by variation in oxygen isotope data from
deep sea cores (Shackieton 1995).

Coppens (1975, 1988), Bram (1981), Vrba (1976, 1995) and
deMenocal (2004, 2011) have all recognized the importance
of environmental change in relation to the origin of the genus
Homo. One of the most important challenges in palaeo-environ
mental studies is not only the identification of climatic change,
but also its quantification.

FACTOR ANALYSES AND QUANTIFICATION OF PAL
AEOCLIMATIC CI-IANGE

Three examples of factor analysis are given to demonstrate how
climatic indices for temperature or other pararneters can be quan
tified. The first is based on a multivariate analysis of a data matrix
of percentages of a set of rodents and insectivores from the
Late Pleistocene and Holocene sequences from southern Africa
(Thackera) 1987). The second is based on factor analvsis of Late
Quaternary pollen spectra from the site of Wonderkrater in the
interior of South Africa (Scott and Thackera1 1987). The third
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is a factor analysis of a set of data of forarniniferal species from
the Atlantic, including a Late Quaternary sequence (Thackeray,
1987; Imbrie and Kipp, 1971). The results of the three explor
atoty factor analyses have one striking thing in coinmon. The
first factor (Pl, or Principal Component), which accou ts for
the greatest variance in all three examples, relates to a dichotomy
between two sets of taxa: (a), those that have high loadings on F1
and which are today associated with warm local envlronmeflts,
and (b) those taxa that have low loadings on F1 and which are
roday associated with relatively cold or cool local environrnents.
Thackeray (1987) demonstrated how the “Factor Loadings” for
each species can be used to generate a temperature index for
sequences through time, by summing the products of Factor
Loadings for ariy species (a1, a2, a3. . .a) and the relative abun
dances of those species. The temperature indices are summary
statistics (SS) based on Factor 1. These SSF1 temperatures indices
eau be expressed on an arbirrary scale berween 0 (reptesenting
the coldest assemblage) and 100 (the warmest assemblage) in any
sequence or set of assemblages.

In the case of the Late Quaternary rodents and insectivores from
southern Africa, Saccostomus campestris (the pouched rnouse) and
Cvcidina hirta (the lesser red rnusk shrew) are the species vith
the highest F1 loadings (represented today in relatively s’arm
woodland savanna regions of the African subeontinent). By con
trast, Otomys saun.elersae (Saunders’ vlei rat) has the lowest loading
on F1 and is today disttibuted only at extreme southerly latitudes
and high altitudes (in the southern mountains of the Cape Fold
Belt where it is able to tolerate cold conditions).

In the case of Late Quaternary pollen spectra from Vonderkrater
in the interior of South Africa, the dicbotoniy on Pl relates
to warm-temperatute Combretaceae and Cappataceae having
extteme loadings on the First Factor, in contrast to Stoebe and
Iiilbaghia types (today distributed primarily in cool environ
ments at more southerly latitudes), with Pl loadings at the other
extreme of this First Factor.
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In the case of a Late Quaternary foraminiferal sequence from a

Caribbean core VS 12-122 (lmbrie and Kipp, 1971), Globoro

tiilia menardii bas high loadings on F1, and this species is today

distributed in warm equatorial regions of the Atlantic ocean. By

contrast, Globorotalia injiata has low loadings on F1 and is today

distributed in cold waters such as those of the Benguela current

associated with upwelling from the Antarctic on the west coast of

southern Africa (Thackeray, 1987).

An Implication of these factor analyses (applied to Late Qua

ternary assembiages of rodents and insectivores from southern

Africa; to Late Quaternary assembiages of pollen representing

a diversity of plants in a southern African core from Wonder-

krater; and to Late Quaternary foraminifera from an Atlantic

core) is that temperature is probably one of the most important

environmental variables (if not the most important variable) that

influenced changes in the abundance of fauna or flora through

evolutionary time in the Quaternary.

The factor analyses of Late Quaternary rodent and insectivore

sequences from South Africa (Thackeray, 1987) also provide a

moisture index (the Summary Statistic based on F3, or SSF3).

The importance of the SSF3 moisture indices, in relation to the

SSPI temperature indices, is that there is nota linear relationship

between temperature and inoisture (cf rainfali) indices for the

Late Pleistocene and 1-lolocene (Fig. 16).

From the factor analysis of mammalian microfauna from Late

Quatetnary sites in southern Africa, conditions were cold (SSF 1 =

0 to 10) and dry (SSF3 = 0 to 25) about 18,000 years ago during

the so-called “Last Glacial Maximum”, to use an expression used

for contemporary northern hemisphere climates. Around 40,000

years ago, parts of southern Africa were associated with cooi and

moist conditions (SSF1 circa 35, SSF3 circa 90), but in parts of

the Holocene, notably in interior areas of South Africa, condi

tions were warm (SSPI > 80) and dry (SSF3 < 20) (Thackeray,

1987).
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Fig. 16 is based on factor analysis of Late Quaternary micromam
malian assembiages from southern Africa, indicating that there
is a positive correlarion berween SSF1 and SSF3 for cold to cooi
conditions (SSF1 > 0 but < 35), when SSF3 ranges between 0
(dry) to 100 (moist, with high rainfail) By contrast, there is
negative correlation betveen SSF1 and SSF3 for cooi to warm
condirions when SSF1 > 60 but < 100, and when SSF3 ranges
betw’een 0 (dry) to 90 (moist) (Thackeray,1988).

An example of how summary statistics based on F1 can be used
as temperature indices in S0L[therfi Africa is given by Thackerav

.

.
1

•

40

: :
CIV

Hoisture Index (SSF3)

Fig. i6. Relationsh,s between teinperature (SSFi,) and moisture
(SSF3) indicesgeneratedfrom multivariate (fiictor,) analysis ofrodent
and insectivorefrom Late Quaternay assemblages in southern Africa
(Thackeïn)’, 1988)
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and Scott (2006) for the Wonderkrater Late Quaternary pollen

sequence from about 16,000 BP to the present (Fig. 17). Tem

peratures rise after the period of the Last Glacial Maximum,

as expected, but a cool episode occurs circa 12,000 BP This is

identifled here with the “Younger Dryas” for the South African

Wonderwerk sequence. A mid Holocene “hyperthermal” of warm

conditions is dated between circa 7,000 and 9,000 years BP This

is when temperatures were warmer than present conditions, by

at least one degree Celsius in terms of mean annual temperature

(Thackera1 1999). The warm Holocene interval ar Wonderkrater

appears to be correlated with dry conditions (Scott and Thac

keray 1987), corresponding to independent data from Wonder-

werk cave (Thackera3 1987).

Oxygen isotope data from foraminifera in marine cores (Shack

leton, 1995) can be related to indices of ungulate biornass for

periods within the last 3 million years in the interior of southern

Africa (Thackeray and Reynolds, 1997). The ungulate biomass

records can be associated with habitats, rainfall and mean annual

temperature, based on modern African ecosystems (Thackeray,

I0(
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(0
0)
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E
8)

40

20

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000

Derived dates (cal. yr BP)

Fig. 17. ]nperature indicesfor the Woncierkrater sequence in South

Africa, based on Factor Analysis of Late Quaternay pollen speCtra

(Thackemy and Scoet, 2006,.).
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1995). High ungulate biomass is associated with mixed grassland
savanna habitats, whereas low ungulate biomass is associated with
forest or woodiand environrnents. The changes through time
(Eg. 18, based in part on oxygen isotope data) reflect variation in
habitat, from forest or woodiand circa 3 million years ago (cor—
responding to warm and wet conditions), to episodic changes
berveen woodland savanna and more open grassiand between 2.5
and 1 .8 million years ago, when conditions became episodically
cooler and drier. It is within the latter period that the genus Homo
is thought to have originated.

General changes in temperature related to the transition between
Austnilopithectis and Homo are shown in Fig. 19. A point to be
made is that there is not necessarily a dear boundary benveen Aus—
tralopithecus and Homo in response to changes in gene pools that

5o

4o

10H

3.0

Fiç. iS. Estimatea’ ungu/ate biomass (leg per hectare) for interior
regions ofsouthern Afi7ca. Fluctuations in ungu/ate biomass relate in
part to changes in habitat, associated with varia bility in temperature
and rainfali (Thackeray and Reynolds, ‘997; Thackeray, 1995f

South Aftican inland sites

1.0 2.0

Millions of years before present
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TEMPERATURE

INDEX HOMO /A USTRALOPITHECUS

100 0 0
- 0 MOISTER
- GLACIATIONSAT 0

INTERVALSOF FOREST!
- 100000 VEARS IN 0 WOODLAND

THE NORTHERN
- HEMISPHERE

0
-O

0 0
50

- EPISODIC
- 0 0 EXPANSION AND

0 CONTRACTIONOF

-

WOODLAND AND

- 0 GRASSLAND
0 0 HABITATS

-

0 DRIER

1 2 3 MILLION YEARS AGO

Fr. 19. A generalizedgraph ofchanges in palaeotemperature ivithin

the last 4 million yeai in southern Africa, aftcting habitats, which
in tuin afiect the distribution and abundance ofanimals (inciuding
hominids,), thereby in/Zuencing gene Pools which ultimately lead to
variation in anatomy and the emeigence of new species or genera.
There is not necessarily a dear boundaiy between Australopithecus
and Homo ivithin the period between i.8 and 2.5 million years ago.

are influenced by variation in habitats which are in turn affected
by variation in temperature and rainfail.

CONCLUSION

The results of recent research (Thackeray and Odes, 2012) con
firm that there are no dear boundaries between African early
Pleistocene hominin species or even genera. In the context of
these resuits, it is pertinent to quote Buffon (1749) who noted
that variation may occur “from one species to another, and often
from one genus to another, with imperceptible nuances” (p. 150
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of the first English translarion of Premier Discours of Histoire
Nature/Ze). Further, one may assess the results of this study in the
context ofa statement by Locke who stated the following in 1689:
“The boundaries of the species, whereby men sort them, are made
by men” (Locke’s Essay, Book III, part vi); see also Cain (1997).

Taken together, the data in the matrix presented in Pig. 14 can
be regarded as a first attempt to address the concept of a chrono
species using log se,, values, recognizing that there are no dear
boundaries berween Early Pleistocene hominin taxa in the con
text of palaeoclimatic variation which affected habitats and the
distribution and ahundance ofhominids and other fauna, in turn
influencing gene Pools and thus also anatomical (morphological)
variability
The morphometric approach outlined here can be regarded as
“palaeo-specrroscopy”. 1 appeal for its application to address rhe
problern of morphological changes rhrough evolutionary time,
associared with anagenesis, withour relying srricrly on the Lin
nacan binomial system of nomenciarure.
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